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SCHF is a coalition of 450 national and grassroots 
organizations, representing over 11 million individuals 
committed to assuring the safety of chemicals used in our 
homes, workplaces and the many products to which our 
families and children are exposed each day.

SCHF and its members were leaders in advocating that 
Congress enact the most protective and effective 
legislation possible to reduce the risks of toxic chemicals in 
commercial use today.

SCHF includes parents, health professionals, advocates for 
people with learning and developmental disabilities, 
reproductive health advocates, scientists, 
environmentalists and businesses from across the nation.
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NRDC and SCHF are engaged in many types of activities to identify and 
reduce harmful exposures to toxic chemicals:

• Advocating for strong federal and state policies to  inform and protect 
the public from toxic chemicals;

• Working with retailers and manufacturers to win corporate policies to 
substitute safer chemicals for those known to be toxic;

• Empowering the public to use its influence as citizens and consumers 
effectively.
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June 22, 2016, President Obama signed the Chemical Safety 
for the 21st Century Act into law,  overhauling an ineffective 
1970's era TSCA law.

Will it work to protect all American families?
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NRDC/SCHF PERSPECTIVE--

If EPA takes forceful and proactive steps to implement the new law, it can deliver significant 
health and environmental benefits to the American people. However, if EPA rolls back the 
protections mandated by Congress, the law’s promise will not be realized and the threats 
that chemical risks now pose to our communities and the environment will continue 
unchecked. 
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General Comments of Safer Chemicals Healthy Families on Risk Evaluation Scoping Efforts 
for Ten Chemical Substances under the Toxic Substances Control Act:

1. Evaluate the complete life cycle of the chemical, including all of its conditions of use;

2. Evaluate risks of discontinued products installed in the built environment and remaining 
in use (asbestos insulation, HBCD-treated furniture);

3. EPA should not revisit definitive findings in IRIS assessments, which represent the 
Agency’s authoritative, peer reviewed determinations on health effects; 

4. Recognize and account for the uneven use and effectiveness of engineering controls, 
labels and PPE; 

5. Evaluate exposure to all vulnerable groups, including communities of color and low-
income people who may be disproportionately exposed or susceptible to chemical risks;
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6. If data on any chemical use, hazard or exposure are insufficient to support risk 
evaluation, EPA must require industry to produce such data;

7. Assess the aggregate exposure to the most vulnerable groups and the general 
population for this chemical;

8. Assess cumulative exposure and risk, whenever practicable, for this chemical in 
combination with other risk factors;

9. Abandon EPA’s presumed safety threshold model for non-cancer effects (NRC, 
2009, Science and Decisions) .

SCHF. March 2017. http://saferchemicals.org/sc/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/saferchemicals.org_schf_comments_on_scoping_process.pdf

SCHF Comments on Risk Evaluation Scoping Documents for Ten Chemical Substances under the Toxic Substances Control Act, September 19, 2017

http://saferchemicals.org/sc/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/saferchemicals.org_schf_comments_on_scoping_process.pdf


Proposed Section 6(a) Rules: Litmus Test of 
TSCA Effectiveness
• Proposals target high exposure/risk uses of TCE, DCM and NMP
• Health effects are well-established and include cancer, birth defects, 

reproductive effects and death or incapacitation from asphyxiation
• 2.5 million exposed workers and consumers 
• Final IRIS assessments on TCE and DCM following years of public 

comment and peer review
• Robust EPA risk assessments demonstrating calculated cancer risks 

and MOEs significantly exceeding established EPA safety benchmarks

WILL EPA FINALIZE THESE RULES?  
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We applaud the new directions of the Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) program

Implementing systematic review as described by NIEHS, National Academies (2017) and others:
• Including best practices in assessing study quality (risk of bias, not numerical scoring of reporting quality);
• Primary health effects and toxicity information from human studies and animal studies;
• Other information (ADME, mechanistic studies, etc) may be used to support or inform the primary study 

conclusions;
• Secondary sources of information such as other Agency documents can be relied upon;
• Using free and open source collaborative software to facilitate cross-Agency collaborations and 

communication, and public accountability.

IRIS process and direction was praised by the SAB for its new directions, specifically emphasizing engaging 
stakeholders early in the process, fully adopting systematic review, and incorporating automation and publicly 
available software platforms to modernize the program (SAB, September 2017)

IRIS address two parts of the risk assessment process (Hazard Identification and Dose-Response Assessment).  
Risk Assessment is separate from the policy considerations of Risk Management.
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IRIS Formaldehyde assessment is long overdue – why is EPA holding 
it back from public scrutiny and NAS review?
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